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A Consuming Fire 

11th Sunday after Pentecost C, 8/21/22 

Jesus is right, of course. There is no halakhic proscription against healing on the 

Sabbath, even if the Good Lord’s will and pleasure is that we remember the Sabbath 

and keep it holy by doing on it no work. This includes no yard work nor car repair, 

bridge-mending or fence-making, though yards and cars must be tended, bridges 

must not be let to rot and, as the poet’s Robert Frost’s unthinking interlocutor keeps 

repeating, “Good fences make good neighbors.”  

Any reasonable person understands both – that saving a life takes priority over 

following a rule, and that having good boundaries clearly marked makes for happy 

relationships. The first rule, though, is the trickier one to get right, for it means 

making judgments, and knowing which is the more important of two things one 

values. This is especially true if your vocation and training, or your heavenly Father, 

have given you special skills in how to save a life. If you can free a donkey from a 

ditch on the Sabbath without rendering it unholy, surely you can free a woman from 

a crippling disease, and not wait one day or even one moment more. If you think 

about it, it’s obvious – but you do have to think about it. The greater rule – love 

your neighbor as yourself – takes priority over the lesser. You must keep yourself 

whole and this day holy by not working yourself to death, but also by working when 

life is on the line and no-one else is on the line right now. As I said, the rabbis 

understood this, and their predecessors in the Pharisees and other Jewish leaders of 

Jesus’s time understood this, as did all reasonable persons.  

By extension, then, the synagogue leader in the gospel passage we just read, who 

ought to know this, is being quite unreasonable. Why? Well, as we know, some 

people be like that, complying so aggressively with rules meant to make lives better 

and set people free that they actually do the opposite, in this case making what should 
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be a day of rest, renewal, and dedication to God into yet one more burden people 

have to carry, one more day they have to wait for the kind of healing and care they’ve 

already waited years for. It is difficult to understand why any leader of a community 

would act as this person has done. They might mean well; they might not. All we 

know is that they’ve not done well. The person in question might be one of those 

who thinks that being in command means having everyone do what they want just 

because. They may get satisfaction from being the boss, filling a need to matter or 

feel important, or just feel great anxiety when they’re not, fearful that something they 

value will be taken away from them if they’re not vigilant. They may have risen to 

their leadership role only to find when they got there that they have no idea what 

they’re doing, can’t admit it or ask for help, and are scared someone will notice. From 

time to time such a leader can express their anxiety by making everyone follow dumb 

rules just because, or by trying to convince everyone that they are one who must in 

all things be obeyed. They do this even when – and, in my experience especially 

when – others around them can lead better than they can, or can do what they 

cannot. That appears to be the case concerning the synagogue leader in this gospel 

passage.  

The woman at the heart of it has been sick for eighteen years. No doubt she had 

come, time and again, six days out of seven, to the synagogue to seek healing. What 

good is God if God can’t make me well? It’s a good question and hard to answer. 

The leader of the synagogue couldn’t answer it, and they and the woman who was 

ill both knew it. She could not find what she needed in the only place she knew God 

was, and the leaders of that place couldn’t help her find it, either. They knew this, 

she knew this, they knew that she knew this, but she kept coming.  

Then, one day, along comes Jesus, and heals her body and soul without so much as 

a by-your-leave, thus demonstrating God’s mysterious grace but also the synagogue 

leader’s incompetence, yet and giving that leader the space to double down on said 
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incompetence in front of everyone. Jesus heals, and the leader yells him because he 

did. Whom would you follow next? Jesus hadn’t meant to show this person up; their 

reaction is what did it, making a painful situation worse. Had the synagogue leader 

asked Jesus, “What do I do now?” – in gospel parlance, “What must I do to be 

saved.” – one imagines our Lord and Savior having nothing more to say to them than 

what the Marines often say: “Lead, follow, or get the hell out of the way.” 

No good leader would stand in the way of someone doing well what that leader 

could not, least of all because they thought some law said they should. One suspects 

that the synagogue, having seen the good Jesus does and how bad their leader showed 

themselves by whining about it, would not much longer consent to being governed 

thus. Not for nothing does Jesus frame his Sabbath healing as a form of liberation; it 

is not just the sick woman, but her entire community, that needs to be set free. If our 

cheeks burn in shame when we are shown how we are wrong, is that not a form of 

the fire he told us this week he had come to set in the world, and wished were already 

burning?  

Of course, shame only works on those who can be ashamed – shamed, if you like. It 

only works on people who have a conscience and a moral compass, mean to do well 

but sometimes can’t, feel inadequate, or simply get to a place where they want to 

help but don’t know how. If the synagogue was lucky, that’s all they were dealing 

with. Their leader led badly, but now might repent and learn to lead well. Shame 

can do that, as I have learned growing up Episcopalian and attending a Quaker 

college: give you the courage to heal and the space to do it in. It can help us set 

ourselves free from our limitations, unrealistic expectation, and toxicity by the careful 

cultivation of self-awareness, active listening, patience, and goodwill.  

Isaiah 58 sings much the same tune, if a little more forcefully. There, it warns against 

those who live resentfully, bitterly, or in the past, lamenting what was lost instead of 

focusing on what they need to do now to make things better. The prophet – this was 
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during the people’s exile in Babylon – warns them that they need drop their 

selfishness and finger-pointing, and get back to giving people mercy and justice. They 

need to offer food to the hungry and satisfy the needs of the afflicted, showing in this 

that they are worthy to get their homeland back and in better condition than they 

left it. Free yourselves to free others from what hurts them, the prophet tells them, 

and you shall be free in turn – and safe, and well, and home. The Lord will provide, 

if they are not selfish or short-sighted; Providence, after all, will not be mocked. If 

they do not mock it, but do all for the glory of God, God will reward them for it. 

So said the prophet, and so hoped the people. 

Or, at least some of the people. In any group one finds people who do not want the 

group to thrive, and who make themselves powerful by ensuring that it can’t. Shame 

does not work on them; appeals to kindness or the common good do not appeal to 

them. The two great commandments, calling upon them to love, call in vain – for 

such as they cannot love. Tyrants, despots, leaders of prison gangs. mafias, political 

parties and at times entire nations, such people lead selfishly, malevolently, and 

divisively. They incite chaos, foment violence, teach people to be selfish and to point 

figures, but never take responsibility or accept blame, much less the rulings of courts 

or results of elections that go against them. Worst of all, and most of all, they tell lies 

– big and small, loud and long – and insist that people accept such lies as the price of 

getting their help or staying in their good graces. They build dysfunctional 

communities around those lies, excluding anyone who has a conscience, thinks for 

themselves, stands up to brutes, or will not accept their folly or adopt their mendacity. 

Whether they lead brownshirts, drinkers of Kool Aid ®, America Firsters, the MAGA 

crowd, or those who paint “Z”s on the front of their tanks and “For the Children” 

on the sides of their bombs, they challenge all who would live free, in truth, and by 

the light of the Gospel.  
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The writer of Hebrews has their number. S/he imagines not so much appealing to 

them as awe-ing them by means of the living God who over-awed the people at Mt. 

Sinai. That is the God who made perfect the righteous, shook the foundations of the 

earth, and will shake the foundations of heaven. This is the God whom Hebrews 

calls, “The judge of all,” “The mediator of the new covenant,” and “A consuming 

fire.” 

A fire like that will consume anything that can burn – the wheat and the chaff, the 

grain and the straw, the heartwood and the rot – the good and the bad. It is not the 

refiner’s fire, burning the dross and leaving the gold. It’s not the relatively small fires 

we make to cook by or sit beside in the cool of the evening. It is not a tame thing, 

easily contained or readily controlled. It is power unleashed, energy set free from its 

material bonds, going in all directions and never staying still for long. It is what 

William Blake calls, in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, “the only life” and “Eternal 

Delight.” If you can imagine joy and truth and freedom all at once together and 

constantly in motion, seeking new ways to be and to grow, learn and change, create 

and sing, dance, and rejoice in what is, what can be, and in making things better and 

constantly in motion to improve, you will get the idea. The psalm we read this 

morning, Ps.103, captures some of it, as does the passage from Hebrews. Jesus in the 

gospel passage overflows with it, which it what heals the woman and her community 

and even the shamed, but not wicked, leader of that synagogue. To those who would 

do harm, the fire that is God is consuming indeed – since it would set everyone free 

from their evil, their joylessness, and their deceits. It is “formidable to tyrants only,” 

to use Jefferson’s phrase. To everyone else, it is the joy that lets us rejoice, the truth 

that blocks us from lies, and the freedom that sets free. May it be ours this day, and 

all our days. Amen. 
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